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A UniverseA Universe
of theof the

UnknownUnknown

Ordinary matter makesOrdinary matter makes
up a small fraction ofup a small fraction of
the mass/energy.the mass/energy.

Dark matter and darkDark matter and dark
energy dominate.energy dominate.



The Universe is Expanding!The Universe is Expanding!

1929 Edwin Hubble measured1929 Edwin Hubble measured
the Doppler shift of nearbythe Doppler shift of nearby
galaxies and found a simplegalaxies and found a simple
relation with their distance relation with their distance ––

v = Hv = H00d d 
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Easy to measureEasy to measure
velocity. Hard tovelocity. Hard to
measure distance!measure distance!



The Hubble Expansion  The Hubble Expansion  
Space itself is expanding. Every point in space is getting furthSpace itself is expanding. Every point in space is getting further from everyer from every
other point. Everybody sees the same thing! other point. Everybody sees the same thing! 

Imagine the Earth’s radius got larger…Imagine the Earth’s radius got larger…

Distance from South Bend to Mishawaka would not change as quicklDistance from South Bend to Mishawaka would not change as quicklyy
as the distance between South Bend and New York City.as the distance between South Bend and New York City.



Hubble was Wrong (sort of)
Hubble’s 1929 estimate of the expansion rate was off by 
a factor nearly 10!

The next 60 years were spent sorting out the distance scale

The correct 
answer is:

70+\- 7



The Doppler Shift The Doppler Shift –– Measure the Velocity Measure the Velocity 
Doppler shift:     Doppler shift:     Δλ    Δλ    vv

λ     λ     cc
−−−− = = −− = = zz

Orbiting stars will makeOrbiting stars will make
sinusoidal Doppler shiftsinusoidal Doppler shift
over an orbit.over an orbit.

z=0.16



Measuring Distance is Simple but Hard

The InverseThe Inverse--SquareSquare
law law 

If street lights haveIf street lights have
the same wattage,the same wattage,
then their relativethen their relative
brightness is a cluebrightness is a clue
to their distance:to their distance:

A light bulb twice as far as an A light bulb twice as far as an identicalidentical
bulb will appear 4 times fainter  bulb will appear 4 times fainter  



Expansion in TheoryExpansion in Theory
Hubble law discovered in 1929 could have been predictedHubble law discovered in 1929 could have been predicted
by Einstein in 1915 (General Relativity)by Einstein in 1915 (General Relativity)

Einstein’s equations for gravity’s effect on spaceEinstein’s equations for gravity’s effect on space--timetime
showed either an expansion or contraction should occur:showed either an expansion or contraction should occur:

88ππG G ρρ
HH22 =  =  --------------

3c3c22

v=Hv=H0 0 dd

H is the expansion rate at any time and HH is the expansion rate at any time and H00 is the is the 
expansion rate now => the Hubble constantexpansion rate now => the Hubble constant

ρρ is the density of matter in the universe=> source of gravityis the density of matter in the universe=> source of gravity

The equation has two solutions: positive or negative expansion.The equation has two solutions: positive or negative expansion.

Einstein thought the Universe should be static, so he added a teEinstein thought the Universe should be static, so he added a termrm
he called the “cosmological constant” that can cancel the mattehe called the “cosmological constant” that can cancel the matter’sr’s
gravity => his biggest blunder! (he later said)gravity => his biggest blunder! (he later said)
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Supernovae Supernovae –– Maybe Standard Candles? Maybe Standard Candles? 
Can outshine all the other 100 billion stars in theirCan outshine all the other 100 billion stars in their
host galaxy. Make most of the elements heavier than H,Hehost galaxy. Make most of the elements heavier than H,He

ZwickyZwicky ––1930 suggested1930 suggested
they are the collapsethey are the collapse
of a massive star whenof a massive star when
it runs out of fuel.it runs out of fuel.

Really two completelyReally two completely
different types:different types:

Massive starsMassive stars--corecore
collapsecollapse

“White Dwarf” “White Dwarf” ––
detonationdetonation



Detonation of a Small Star Detonation of a Small Star –– Type IaType Ia
Normal stars like the Sun fuse H => He => C in their cores.Normal stars like the Sun fuse H => He => C in their cores.
When their fuel is exhausted gravity takes over and compresses tWhen their fuel is exhausted gravity takes over and compresses the he 
star until the matter becomes “degenerate”: quantum mechanics star until the matter becomes “degenerate”: quantum mechanics 
preventsprevents
electrons from getting any closer => White Dwarfelectrons from getting any closer => White Dwarf

White Dwarf stars are about the mass of the Sun but the size of White Dwarf stars are about the mass of the Sun but the size of the the 
EarthEarth

Electron degeneracy canElectron degeneracy can
only support a WD foronly support a WD for
masses <1.4 masses <1.4 MsunMsun (the(the
ChandrasekarChandrasekar Limit)Limit)

If a companion star donatesIf a companion star donates
mass to the white dwarf, itmass to the white dwarf, it
can reach the Chandra limitcan reach the Chandra limit
and compress=>and compress=>
igniting the Carbon inigniting the Carbon in
the center… BOOMthe center… BOOM



““Explosion” of a Star Explosion” of a Star –– Type IaType Ia
Companion donates mass to white dwarf until ~1.4 Companion donates mass to white dwarf until ~1.4 MMsunsun
Once fusion of C+O starts in the core => Once fusion of C+O starts in the core => 
the burning front moves out through the star leavingthe burning front moves out through the star leaving
0.5 M0.5 Msunsun Nickel which decays to Cobalt (halfNickel which decays to Cobalt (half--life 7 days)life 7 days)
and then decays to Iron and then decays to Iron 
(half(half--life of 2 months)life of 2 months)

If the fusion front moves atIf the fusion front moves at
greater than the soundgreater than the sound
speed => detonationspeed => detonation

Too much Too much 5656NiNi

If the fusion front isIf the fusion front is
subsonic => deflagrationsubsonic => deflagration

Too little Too little 5656NiNi

Range of peak brightnessRange of peak brightness
probably due to probably due to 5656Ni spreadNi spread

Carbon and Oxygen
White dwarf

IronIron



Type Ia SN:
exploding white 
dwarfs

Computer 
Model:From 
crinkled flames 
grow lumpy 
supernovae

Things more
complicated than
simple spherical
model



Type Ib/c removed

Corrected for decline rate

Corrected for Dust Extinction

8% Distance ErrorOriginal 
Hubble
Diagram



How MuchHow Much
Matter?Matter?
Matter Matter densitydensity
determines thedetermines the
gravitational pullgravitational pull
that slows thethat slows the
expansionexpansion

Deceleration rateDeceleration rate
measures themeasures the
density of matterdensity of matter
created in thecreated in the
Big Bang. Big Bang. 

Density only about:Density only about:
1010--2929 gram/cmgram/cm33



Extending the Hubble DiagramExtending the Hubble Diagram
The linear Hubble Law is only an approximation. The rate of expansion in the 
past depends on the matter/energy density of the universe. 

H2 (a) = H0
2 [ Ωm a-3 + ΩΛ + (1- Ωm- ΩΛ ) a-2 ]
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Look far enough
⇒See deviation
from a line

H2(a) = H0
2 [ Ωm a-3 + (1- Ωm ) a-2 ]



Searching for DistantSearching for Distant
SupernovaeSupernovae

Take wide field images of theTake wide field images of the
sky. Come back in a monthsky. Come back in a month
and do it again => look forand do it again => look for
things that change.things that change.



Searching for Supernovae



Advantage Space

Our atmosphere blurs stars: even a small telescope has a
big advantage in space.



Distant HubbleDistant Hubble
DiagramDiagram

Both groups found that Both groups found that 
the type Ia supernovaethe type Ia supernovae
were fainter than theywere fainter than they
expected for a matterexpected for a matter
dominteddominted universe universe 

In fact, the universe wasIn fact, the universe was
not decelerating, butnot decelerating, but
was accelerating =>was accelerating =>

Requires another kindRequires another kind
of “energy”. A vacuumof “energy”. A vacuum
energy or energy or 

“cosmological constant”“cosmological constant”



Type Ia Type Ia –– Not Standard Candles Not Standard Candles 
But st  But st  



AccelerationAcceleration
Universe willUniverse will
look very look very 
different indifferent in
futurefuture
if there is aif there is a
Vacuum energyVacuum energy

Space will beSpace will be
stretch outstretch out
very quicklyvery quickly
due to thedue to the
accelerationacceleration

Galaxies willGalaxies will
disappear…disappear…
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The Big RipThe Big Rip
Phantom Energy: aPhantom Energy: a
form of Quintessenceform of Quintessence
that has an equationthat has an equation
of state w<of state w<--1 so1 so
that it increases inthat it increases in
density as thedensity as the
universe expands.universe expands.

Plus it drives thePlus it drives the
expansion!expansion!

The “Big Rip” resultsThe “Big Rip” results
from the superfrom the super--
acceleratedaccelerated
expansion.expansion.

Good news: probablyGood news: probably
not the right answernot the right answer

Vacuum energy does not accelerate theVacuum energy does not accelerate the
expansion fast enough to tear apartexpansion fast enough to tear apart
galaxies.galaxies.



What is the dark energy?What is the dark energy?

Both the mBoth the m



Things Dark Energy Might Be:
1) Einstein’s Cosmological Constant

2) The “vacuum” has a non-zero energy

3) A new particle with very low mass

4) Gravity leaking from large extra dimensions

5) General Relativity is wrong on 

large scales

0) Something we have not 

thought of



A Dark, Accelerating UniverseA Dark, Accelerating Universe
0.1% visible matter, 25% dark matter, 75% dark energy0.1% visible matter, 25% dark matter, 75% dark energy



Hubble Ultra Deep Field (UDF)Hubble Ultra Deep Field (UDF)

1 million second long1 million second long
exposure staring atexposure staring at
one spot on the sky.one spot on the sky.

Hubble Deep Field (HDF)Hubble Deep Field (HDF)
In 1997 => shorterIn 1997 => shorter
exposure and not asexposure and not as
sensitive a detector.sensitive a detector.

ACS is a new instrumentACS is a new instrument
added to Hubble onadded to Hubble on
the previous repairthe previous repair
mission mission 



Recombination Recombination –– 14 billion years 14 billion years –– asas
far back as we can see…far back as we can see…



Content of the Universe Effects Age  Content of the Universe Effects Age  
Gravity pulls galaxies together Gravity pulls galaxies together –– slows the expansion.slows the expansion.
“deceleration” means 1/H0 is an over“deceleration” means 1/H0 is an over--estimate of the age.estimate of the age.

Slope nowSlope now
is the Hubbleis the Hubble
parameter.parameter.

But theBut the
expansion expansion 
could have could have 
been fasterbeen faster
in the pastin the past
and slowedand slowed
by gravityby gravity



InflationInflation

Expanded a small piece of the Universe: implies there isExpanded a small piece of the Universe: implies there is
much of the Universe outside our horizon. Which may havemuch of the Universe outside our horizon. Which may have
very different constants and properties.very different constants and properties.
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